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whether you are building a computer, making a bedroom model for a child, working on a piece of interior architecture or creating products for your business, sketchup is a must have software that will allow you to create a model for the purposes of your own personal or commercial use. sketchup is a software
that is very easy to learn and as you progress with your skills you will find it more and more worthwhile as you develop your design ideas. sketchup is a free interactive 3d modeling program that uses three-dimensional building blocks known as “edges” and layers, which allow you to easily and quickly create
three-dimensional designs for models. it is the perfect program for creating and modifying your 3d models. mario gole is a very talented interior designer and 3d architectural visualizer, currently working and based in zagreb, croatia. he shares this detailed workflow in the production of an interior living room

design. there is a lot of good solid information here with many tips to suit all levels of experience. this tutorial can only be described as the how and why of good rendering. some working knowledge of sketchup and v-ray is needed to follow and understand this tutorial. tutorials and techniques for digital lighting
with v-ray for sketchup. from rendering landscapes to cities to interiors, digital lighting has become an essential part of 3d modeling and 3d printing. join author nick vermillion as he uses the powerful v-ray for sketchup 3.0 and v-ray for sketchup 4.0 to quickly create amazing renders and reconstructions using

sketchup tools to build 3d objects. using a variety of v-ray render and lighting techniques, vermillion shows how to light a full-scene 3d architectural visualization in 3d.
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